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The first external validation of GERAADA score for the prediction of 30-day mortality in patients with acute type A aortic dissection
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I read with great interest the article by Luehr et al. [1] who are the first who performed the external validation of recently launched GERAADA (the German Registry for Acute Type A Aortic Dissection) score [2] for the prediction of the 30-day mortality rate for patients undergoing surgery for acute aortic dissection type A (AAD). The main finding of their study (Take-home message) is: The new GERAADA score is an easy, useful and accurate tool for predicting 30-day mortality in patients with AADA [1]. Their conclusion was based on retrospective analysis of 371 consecutive AADA patients operated in their institution between 2010 and 2020.

During the external validation of a risk prediction model, we have to check 2 key aspects, which characterize the performance of a prediction model: discrimination and calibration.

Discrimination differentiates low-risk from high-risk patients. It can be assessed by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) represents the probability of randomly drawn pairs (a patient with an event paired with one without) in which the patient who had an event (in this case 30-day mortality following AADA surgery) had a higher risk score than a patient without. The discriminative power is thought to be excellent if the AUC is >0.80, very good if >0.75 and good (acceptable) if >0.70 [3]. Although calibration refers to the agreement between the observed number of penoperative (up to 30 days) deaths and predicted probability of occurrence of these events, the authors [1] confirmed good calibration ability of GERAADA score (actual mortality of 15.1% versus predicted probability by GERAADA score of 15.7%). However, discriminative power was poor, with an AUC of 0.67 (95% confidence interval 0.60–0.75). Therefore, when discrimination is not good, as it is true for validation of reported cohort [1], tested risk stratification model (GERAADA score) cannot be proclaimed as accurate tool for predicting 30-day mortality in patients with AADA. Furthermore, when discrimination of the model is good, but the calibration is not, the model can be made more accurate by recalibration. However, the opposite is not possible [4]. The authors [1] reported that preoperative resuscitation (P < 0.001), advanced age (P = 0.042) and other/unknown malperfusion (P = 0.032) were identified as independent risk factors for 30-day mortality. They also underlined that the third independent risk factor (other/unknown malperfusion) remained controversial. The authors have offered some logical explanations for such an outcome (i.e. well known negative impact of renal malperfusion on postoperative outcome in AADA surgery [3]). However, when you access on-line GERAADA Score calculator (https://www.dgthg.de/de/GERAADA_Score), it is completely irrelevant whether you mark or not the field entitled—other/unknown malperfusion (section Preoperative organ malperfusion), because the GERAADA score retains the same value. In other words, GERAADA score shows the same value no matter whether field—no malperfusion or other/unknown malperfusion is marked. Thus, is it logical that variable that does not have any influence on final score value can be an independent risk factor for prediction of 30-day mortality?
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occurance on individual patient level. Validation is needed to determine the generalizability of risk predictions tools in various populations and real-life scenarios. Luehr et al. [1, 2] performed an external validation of the German Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection Type A (GERAADA) score that was designed to predict 30-day mortality in patients suffering from acute type A aortic dissection.

The two primary measures used to assess the performance of a risk prediction tool are calibration and discrimination. Calibration (the ability of the prognostic risk model to predict the absolute risk level) was excellent as the actual 30-day mortality observed in the study (15.1%) was nearly identical to the mortality predicted by the GERAADA score (15.7%). Based on this result, the model could be used for monitoring centre performance. However, the observed model discrimination power (the ability of a prognostic risk model to accurately identify patients at high risk of experiencing the event of interest) was rather low with receiver operating characteristics analysis demonstrating an area under the curve value of 0.673 (95% confidence interval 0.595–0.751). A higher area under the curve value indicates increasing model discrimination power and a value above 0.7 is generally considered acceptable. As the authors propose the model to be used as a bedside tool to explain the situation to the patient and the patient’s relatives, this poor discrimination power should raise concerns. Moreover, additional analyses in various subgroups from the GERAADA score demonstrated poorest model calibration for ‘Previous cardiac surgery’, ‘Preoperative ventilation’ and ‘Inotropes at referral’ subgroups. As the latter two variables are not completely objective but are likely influenced by clinical decision-making, this might not come as a surprise.

Luehr et al. are to be congratulated for their efforts to validate the recently designed GERAADA score risk model. We believe that their results have revealed some important limitations of the model, providing important data to further improve its performance in the future.
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We thank Drs Nezic, Tomsic and Klautz [1, 2] for their interest in our work and appreciate their comments from the two letters. To recapitulate, the aim of our retrospective single-centre study was to compare our institutional results to the new German Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection Type A (GERAADA) score to evaluate its accuracy in prediction of 30-day mortality in a consecutive series of patients suffering from acute aortic dissection type A (AAD) [3].

Both letters pointed out the result summary from the calibration and discrimination tools and demonstrated concerns mainly on the area under the curve value and the interpretations of the new GERAADA score in the clinical setting. Even though calibration was excellent, as acknowledged by Nezic, Tomsic and Klautz [1, 2], the area under the curve value result did not surpass the 0.7 threshold for the overall patient sample (0.673; 95% confidence interval 0.595–0.751) [3]. However, a considerable number of subgroups demonstrated acceptable discrimination power with the area under the curve values above 0.7 or even higher. Indeed, our results may have revealed some limitations of the risk model; however, this was only the first attempt to evaluate the new GERAADA score in a relatively small retrospective clinical cohort (n = 314).

In addition, Tomsic and Klautz [2] mistakenly criticize that the authors proposed to use the GERAADA score, despite the poor discrimination power, to explain the hazardous situation to AADA patients and the patients’ relatives preoperatively. We believe that the GERAADA score may be used as a bedside tool for improved decision-making by the operating surgeon with regard to the expected operation time and the predicted mortality (e.g. hemiarch vs total arch replacement), but clearly it needs further evaluation before being actually used to explain the operative risk to affected patients and their relatives. These limitations, such as the need for further analyses in larger patient cohorts or subgroups in a prospective clinical trial to rule out potential over- and underestimation by the risk score model, were already addressed in the manuscript [3].

Finally, Dr Nezic questions the logic in reporting the variable ‘other/unknown malperfusion’ as an independent risk factor for 30-day mortality of our clinical study cohort. His argument that it is completely irrelevant whether you mark or not mark the field for the GERAADA score result when using the score calculator is true—and the reason for it has already been explained by Czerny and Feisst previously [4]—but the identification of independent risk factors for 30-day mortality in the present study cohort was performed additionally and independent from the actual GERAADA score evaluation. However, this specific and small subgroup of AADA patients—without the clinical information on preoperative malperfusion—often present emergently from an external site without an electrocardiogram-guided computed tomography angiography or the time for a thorough physical examination preoperatively. As clinicians and surgeons, we know that AADA patients with unrecognized or belatedly diagnosed malperfusion are unquestionably at a higher risk for 30-day mortality [5]. So yes, we strongly believe in the logic of reporting all identified risk factors even if they may not directly influence the calculated result of a newly introduced scoring model.

The GERAADA score has been introduced only recently, and yet, it is still the only score specifically designed to predict 30-day mortality for AADA patients in a preoperative setting. We strongly believe that despite the potential limitations rightly addressed by Nezic, Tomsic and Klautz—it will prove sufficient after further prospective evaluation and may serve as a useful tool in the future.
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